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Working with UNIX exercises
1. Moving files
a. Prepare a text file with some random text . Follow the lecture notes and copy the file from
your local computer to sisu.csc.fi.
b. Log in to sisu.csc.fi and verify that text file has been copied and that the contents are ok.
Modify the contents.
c.

Copy the file back from sisu to your local computer, verify that the contents have changed

2. Version control with svn
a. If you haven’t done so yet, create your very own branch of code development according to
the lecture notes
b. Checkout your branch on your local computer.
c. cd to the directory [branch-name]/working_with_unix/ where you will find the same files
prog.c/prog.f90 and job_serial.sh among others.
d. Leave the previous terminal open, and in a new terminal window, log in to sisu. Checkout
your branch there also.
e. Going back to the local shell, modify the job script and commit your changes (svn commit).
f. In sisu, do svn update, you should see output indicating, that job_serial.sh has been
updated. Compile and run again, just as before to see that everything still works.
g. Change some file in sisu, commit the change and do svn update on your local computer. You
should again see output confirming that the changes have been transferred.
h. This is the preferred way to move source code between your local computer and sisu in this
summer school. You might still want to use scp for output files of programs or the like.

3. Using batch job file
a. Create your own batch job file (e.g. your_batch_job_file.sh), similar to lecture notes.
b. In the file, instead of a path to your program (path_to_your_program_file), write:
echo ”testing my own batch job file”
c. Copy the file to sisu and submit it to the queue (on CLI write: sbatch your_batch_job_file.sh)

Fortran 95/2003 exercises
1. Program compilation and execution
a. Compile the supplied “Hello world”-program without resorting to the provided makefile.
b. Compile the supplied “Hello world”-program with the provided Makefile.

2. Loops, arrays and array syntax
a. Create a two dimensional 258x258 array of double-precision numbers. By using loops,
initialize the array such that values on the left boundary are 30.0, on the upper boundary
15.0, on the right boundary -10.0, and on the lower boundary -25.0. A skeleton code is
provided in the file ex2a.f90.
Values for the boundaries: left (red)=30.0, upper (yellow)=15.0,
right (purple)=-10.0, lower (blue)=-25.0

b. Initialize the array boundaries by using the array syntax.

3. Functions and subroutines
a. By using a loop, write a function or a subroutine to compute the factorial 𝑛! = 1 ∗ 2 ∗ ⋯ ∗ 𝑛
of a given integer number 𝑛.
b. Modify the function or subroutine of the previous part to take an array of integers as an
input and compute the elementwise factorial of the elements as an output.

4. Procedures, modules and linking to external routines
a. The files pngwriter.c/h provide a utility function save_png (written in C-language!) for
writing out a two dimensional array in the .png file format. Investigate the output –
subroutine which already provides an interface for calling the save_png –function directly
from Fortran. First you need to separately compile the file pngwriter.c with a C-compiler in
order to have a pngwriter.o –object file. Then compile the related modules ex4_*.f90 and
compile and link your Fortran main program ex4.f90 with a Fortran compiler. To have a
working binary, remember to add the object file pngwriter.o and link against the libpng
library by using –lpng linker flag in the final compilation step.
b. Compile and link to the save_png-function and compile the Fortran main program with the
provided Makefile by running the commands make clean; make ex4. Check the output for
the commands run by make.

Fortran 95/2003 exercises
5. Loops, arrays and array syntax
a. Write a a double do loop for evaluating the Laplacian using the finite-difference
approximation:
𝛻 2 𝑢 𝑖, 𝑗 =

𝑢 𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 2𝑢 𝑖, 𝑗 + 𝑢 𝑖 + 1, 𝑗
+
(Δ𝑥)2
𝑢 𝑖, 𝑗 − 1 − 2𝑢 𝑖, 𝑗 + 𝑢(𝑖, 𝑗 + 1)
(Δ𝑦)2

As an input use the 258x258 array of Exercise 2a (or start from the skeleton ex5a.f90).
Evaluate the Laplacian only at the inner 256x256 points, the outer points are used as
boundary condition. As a grid spacing, use dx=dy=0.01.
b. In stead of using a double do-loop, use the array syntax to compute the values of the
Laplacian.

6. Derived types
a. Create a type for the temperature field. The type has the following elements:
- number of grid points nx and ny in the x- and in the y-direction
- the grid spacings dx and dy in the x- and in the y-directions
- the squares of grid spacings dx2 and dy2
- two dimensional array containing the data points of the field. The array contains also the
boundary values, so its dimensions are nx+2 x ny+2

7. Derived types and procedures
a. Implement the initialization of the two dimensional array (exercise 2), finite-difference
Laplacian (exercise 5) in their own functions, which take as an input the type representing
the temperature field.

8. File I/O
a. Implement a function that reads the initial temperature field from a file ‘bottle.dat’. The file
contains a header line: “# nx ny”, followed by lines representing the rows of the temperature
field. A skeleton code is provided in ex8.f90.

Fortran 95/2003 exercises
9. Heat equation
a. Finalize the implementation of the two dimensional heat equation by filling-in the missing
pieces of code (marked with “TODO”). First, you need two temperature fields for the current
and for the forthcoming time steps. Allocate the 2D arrays either based on default
dimensions or based on command line arguments. Initialize the temperature fields as in
Exercise 2, or read the initial data from “bottle.dat”. Write a function which evaluates the
new temperature based on previous one, utilizing the existing implementation for the
Laplacian:
𝑢𝑚+1 𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑢𝑚 𝑖, 𝑗 + ∆𝑡 𝛼 𝛻 2 𝑢𝑚 (𝑖, 𝑗)
The skeleton codes ex9_*.f90 contain proper values for time step Δt and for the diffusion
constant α. Within the main routine evolve the temperature field e.g. for 500 steps and write
out every 10th field into a .png file.
Visualise the results using the command animate:

animate heat_*png

10. (Bonus *) Input and output
a. (*) Complete the given program to open / close the file inputfile.in and read and output the
file line by line.
b. (*) If the first non-whitespace character of a line is “#”, the line is a comment line. Complete
the iscommentline-function for checking whether a given line is a comment line.
c. (**) Each line that is not a comment in the given input file has the following structure:
integer integer integer string
For each line that is not a comment, output the contents of each line as
string integer integer integer

11. (Bonus *) Derived types
a. (*) Construct a data type for entries in a simple linked list with integer keys. The code
skeletons are given in the files ex11_linkedlist.f90 and ex11_linkedlistmod.f90.
b. (**) Modify the code such that the entries of the derived data type list nodes are accessible
only from within the list module itself. From outside the module, the access to the contents
of the list can attained via a list iterator, which is already provided in the files
ex11_linkedlist_priv.f90 and ex11_linkedlistmod_priv.f90.

Fortran Coarrays
1. Hello world revisited
Write the “hello world” program demonstrated in the lectures, but with such a revision that the
images print their messages in consecutive order, i.e.
Hello! From Image 1
Hello! From Image 2
...
An example available in answers/ex1_hello.f90

2. Reading input data
Write a test program where a parameter is being read in by the image #1 from the keyboard and
then distributed to other images. A solution in answers/ex2_readin.f90

3. Global maximum
Write a program where all images generate a set of random numbers, and find the maximum
value of them. Then the rank #1 finds the global maximum out of the local maxima and prints it
out. A skeleton code is being provided at exercises/ex3_maxval.f90.

4. Heat equation solver parallelized with coarrays
Parallelize the heat equation solver using coarrays. The approach is to partition the grid into
domains column-wise and have the whole grid declared as a coarray. The images are able to
make the update in their domains independently besides the outermost (domain-bordering) grid
points, for which data has to be fetched from the neighboring images. Let us focus on
establishing this communication pattern - find TODO’s from the skeleton code
exercises/heat.f90. A solution in the corresponding file at the answers folder. Alternatively, feel
free to start from the serial code for a more elaborate exercise.

Each image will have
additional columns in
both ends of the local
board. Before each
iteration the first column
of each task’s board has
to be read to the halo
region of the previous
one.

Full grid

Image 2

last column
in the local board
Image 3 The
Image
4
of each rank has to be read into
the left halo region of the next
image.

Local portion of the grid = a domain

Image 1

The grid is nonperiodic, i.e. the
first and last image
read data only
from one image.

Introduction to C – exercises
1. Basics, I/O and compiling
a. In the file ex1_basics.c you find a skeleton code for printing out results of basic calculations.
You can compile and run it to see how it outputs. Fill in where needed to get the correct
results.
b. In file ex1_basic_io.c you find a code that prints to the screen a matrix of numbers. Refine
the format specifiers so that all numbers use ten columns (including padding), have a
precision of 3 numbers after the decimal point and are left aligned. Final output should look
like this:
9.091
10.000
11.111
12.500
14.286
16.667
20.000
25.000
33.333
c. Write from scratch (i.e. no skeleton code for this problem) a program, that opens a file (e.g.
result.txt) and writes in it the result of an arbitrary calculation in the form of a sentence such
as "Result is %i\n". The calculation can be anything, e.g. 1*2*3*7. Verify that you actually got
the correct result by looking at the contents of the file.
d. Write from scratch a program that reads the result of the calculation from the file created in
the previous exercise (e.g. result.txt), i.e. an integer number at a given position in a sentence.
It then prints to the screen the number as “The result that was read from the file is %i\n".

2. Control structures and loops
a. When opening a file for reading, there is the possibility of an error if the file doesn't exist. In
C, a successful call to fopen returns a file pointer that can be used in fprintf etc., but an
unsuccessful fopen returns a special value called NULL. Modify the previous exercise so that
it prints an error message ("file open failed") if fopen returns NULL. Otherwise it should
work as before.
b. Modify the previous exercise. Use a switch statement to print different messages according
to the number read from the file. If the number is 42, print "Got the answer to the question
about life, the universe... Everything\n", if it's 666, print "Got a number considered bad by
some\n", if it's otherwise positive print "Got something positive\n", if it's negative, print
"Got something negative\n" and otherwise print "It was probably zero, since I ended up in
the default clause\n".

c. In the file ex2_my_pow_prog.c you find a skeleton code for a program that calculates
powers, similar to the pow function in the math library. Finish the code by adding a missing
update loop.
d. In the file ex2_while_prob.c you find a skeleton code for a program that repeatedly asks the
user for a number. If it's positive, it should print out a message saying "You entered a positive
number, yay!\n" and it should ask and get another number. If it's negative, it should
terminate with a message "Quitting because you entered a negative number\n".

Introduction to C – exercises
3. Functions, directives, arrays etc.
a. Create a two dimensional 258x258 array of double precision numbers.
Initialize the array such that values are:
30.0 on the left boundary
15.0 on the upper boundary
-10.0 on the right boundary
-25.0 on the lower boundary
and otherwise zeros.
A skeleton code is provided in the file ex3_array.c
b. The file pngwriter.c/h provide a utility function save_png for writing out a two dimensional
array in the .png file format. Investigate the header file pngwriter.h and use the utility
function for writing out the array of the previous exercise. You can also start from the
skeleton code in ex3_libpng.c. You need to include the header file, compile also the file
pngwriter.c and link your program agains the libpng library, i.e. use –lpng linker option.
Try to build executable first directly in the command line and the with the provided makefile
Makefile_ex3b (i.e. issue command “make –f Makefile_ex3b”). The .png file can be
investigated with eog program (eog file.png).

c. Write a a double for loop for evaluating the Laplacian using the finite-difference
approximation:
𝛻 2 𝑢 𝑖, 𝑗 =

𝑢 𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 2𝑢 𝑖, 𝑗 + 𝑢 𝑖 + 1, 𝑗
+
(Δ𝑥)2
𝑢 𝑖, 𝑗 − 1 − 2𝑢 𝑖, 𝑗 + 𝑢(𝑖, 𝑗 + 1)
(Δ𝑦)2

As an input use the 258x258 array of Exercise 3a (or start from the skeleton ex3_laplacian.c).
Evaluate the Laplacian only at the inner 256x256 points, the outer points are used as
boundary condition. As a grid spacing, use dx=dy=0.01.
d. Create a struct for a temperature field. The struct has the following elements:
- number of grid points nx and ny in the x- and in the y-direction
- the grid spacings dx and dy in the x- and in the y-directions
- the squares of grid spacings dx2 and dy2
- two dimensional array containing the data points of the field. The array contains also the
boundary values, so its dimensions are nx+2 x ny+2

e. Implement the initialization of the two dimensional array (exercise 3a), finite-difference
Laplacian (exercise 3c) and the writing of png file (exercise 3b) in their own functions, which
take as input the struct representing the temperature field. Implement the routines in a
separate source file, and write also a header file providing the function declarations. Include
the header file and call the routines in the main program (You may start also from the model
solutions of exercises 3a-d).
f. Implement a function that reads the initial temperature field from a file ‘bottle.dat’. The file
contains a header line: “# ncols nrows”, followed by lines representing the rows of the
temperature field. A skeleton code is provided in ex3_read.c

Introduction to C – exercises
4. Pointers and dynamic arrays
a. Write a function that takes two pointer arguments and adds 1 to the values pointed to by
both pointers. The behaviour should be as follows:
int a, b;
a = 10;
b = 20;
add_one_to_both(&a, &b);
// at this point a == 11 and b == 21
There is no skeleton code provided. Write a function file, a header file and a test main file.
b. Implement the two dimensional array within the struct of Exexercie 3d as dynamic array.
Allocate space for the array based on the command line arguments providing the x- and ydimensions of array.

5. Heat equation
a. Finalize the implementation of the two dimensional heat equation (ex5_heat.c) by filling-in
the missing pieces of code (marked with “TODO”). First, you need two temperature fields for
the current and for the previous time steps. Allocate the 2D arrays either based on default
dimensions or based on command line arguments. Initialize the temperature fields as in
Exercise 3a, or read the initial data from “bottle.dat”. Write a function which evaluates the
new temperature based on previous one, utilizing the existing implementation for the
Laplacian:
𝑢𝑚+1 𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑢𝑚 𝑖, 𝑗 + ∆𝑡 𝛼 𝛻 2 𝑢𝑚 (𝑖, 𝑗)
The skeleton code ex5_heat.c contains proper values for time step Δt and for the diffusion
constant α. Within the main routine evolve the temperature field e.g. for 500 steps and write
out every 10th field into a .png file.
Visualise the results using eog:

eog heat_*png

Unified Parallel C
1. Hello world revisited
Write the “hello world” program demonstrated in the lectures, i.e. each thread prints a message:
Hello! From Thread 0
Hello! From Thread 1
...

2. Private and shared variables
a. Create an array with the size equal to the number of threads and have each thread to
initialize its local part with thread id.
b. Print out the first and last element of the array from each thread.
c. Declare a private variable and assign the first element of array to it.
d. Add to the private variables 10*thread_id and print out the value.
A skeleton code is provided in ex2_variables.c

3. Reading input data
Write a test program where a parameter is being read in by the UPC thread #0 from the
keyboard and print out the result in some other threads. A skeleton code is provided in
ex3_input.c.

4. Global maximum
Write a program where all UPC threads generate a set of random numbers, and find the
maximum value of them. Then the thread #0 finds the global maximum out of the local maxima
and prints it out. A skeleton code is provided in ex4_maximum.c

5. Dot product
The file ex5_dot.c contains a skeleton code for dot product of two vectors. Finalize the code and
investigate performance with different blocking factors. Try to implement the code also by using
upc_forall instead of normal for.

6. (Bonus *) Matrix-matrix product
The file ex6_matrix.c contains a skeleton code for matrix-matrix product:
𝑁

𝐶 = 𝐴𝐵 ⟺ 𝐶𝑖𝑗 =

𝐴𝑖𝑘 𝐵𝑘𝑗
𝑘=1

Finalize the code, and try to use private pointers within the loops when possible.

MPI I: Exercises
1. Parallel “Hello world”
a) Write a simple program that prints out e.g. ”Hello” from multiple process. Include the MPI
headers (C) or use the MPI module (Fortran) and call the appropriate initialization and
finalization routines.
b) Modify the program so that each process prints out also its rank, and have the rank 0 to print
out also the total number of MPI processes.

2. Simple message exchange
a) Write a simple program where two processes send and receive a message to/from each other
using MPI_Send and MPI_Recv. The message content is an integer array, where each element is
initialized to the rank of the process. After receiving, print out the rank of the process and the
first element in the received array. You may start from scratch or use as a starting point the files
exercises/ex2_msg_exchange(.c|.f90).
b) Increase the message size to 100 000, and investigate what happens when reordering the
send and receive calls in one of the processes.

3. Message chain
Write a simple program where every processor sends data to the next one. Let ntasks be the
number of the tasks, and myid the rank of the current process. Your program should work as
follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Every task with a rank less than ntasks-1 sends a message to task myid+1. For example, task
0 sends a message to task 1.
The message content is an integer array, where each element is initialized to myid
The message tag is the receiver’s id number.
The sender prints out the number of elements it sends and the tag number.
All tasks with rank ≥ 1 receive messages.
Each receiver prints out their myid, and the first element in the received array.

a. Implement the program described above using MPI_Send and MPI_Recv. You may start
from scratch or use as a starting point the files ex3_msg_chain(.c|.f90).

b. Use the status parameter to find out how much data was received, and print out this piece of
information for all receivers
c. Use MPI_ANY_TAG when receiving. Print out the tag of the received message based on the
status message.
d. Use MPI_ANY_SOURCE and use the status information to find out the sender. Print out this
piece of information.
e. Can the code be simplified using MPI_PROC_NULL?
f. Use MPI_Sendrecv instead of MPI_Send and MPI_Recv.

MPI I: Exercises
4. Parallel heat equation
Parallelize the whole heat equation program with MPI, by dividing the grid in columns (Fortran,
rows for C) and assigning one column (row in C) block to one task. A domain decomposition, that
is.
The tasks are able to update the grid independently everywhere else than on the column/row
boundaries - there the communication of a single column/row with the nearest neighbor is
needed. This is realized by having additional ghost layers on each of the local columns/rows, that
contain the boundary data of the neighboring tasks. The periodicity in the other direction is
accounted as earlier. Make all the MPI tasks print their own parts of the grid on different files,
e.g. heat_tt_mm.png, where tt is the time step number and mm is the rank ID.
Insert the proper MPI routines into a skeleton codes available at ex4_heat_mpi(.c|.f90) and
ex4_main (.c|.f90) (search for “TODO”s). You may use the provided Makefile_ex4 for building
the code.
A schematic representation of column-wise decomposition looks like:
Each rank will have
additional columns in
both ends of the local
grid. In each iteration the
last column of each task’s
grid has to be
communicated to the
ghost layer of the next
one

Also the first column in the local
grid of each rank has to be
communicated to the ghost layer
of the previous rank

Rank #1

Rank #2

Rank #3

Local portion of the grid

Rank #0

A full temperature field grid

MPI II: Exercises
5.

Collective operations

In this exercise we test different routines for collective communication. First, write a program where
rank 0 sends and array containing numbers from 0 to 7 to all the other ranks using collective
communication.
Next, let us continue with four processes with following data vectors:

Task 0:

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Task 1:

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Task 2: 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Task 3: 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
In addition, each task has a receive buffer for eight elements and the values in the buffer are
initialized to -1. Implement a program that sends and receives values from the data vectors to
receive buffers using a single collective communication routine for each case, so that the receive
buffers will have the following values:

a) Task 0:

0

1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Task 1:

2

3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Task 2:

4

5 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Task 3:

6

7 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

b)

Task 0: -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
Task 1:

0

8 16 17 24 25 26 27

Task 2: -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
Task 3: -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Tip: these are sums
of columns

c) Task 0: 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76

Task 1: -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
Task 2: -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

Task 3: -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
You can start from a scratch or use the skeleton files exercises/ex5_collectives.(c|f90).

MPI III: Exercises
6. Non-blocking communication
Go back to the exercise 3 “Message chain” and implement it using non-blocking communication

7. Non-blocking communication in heat equation
Implement the halo exchange in heat equation using non-blocking communication

8. Cartesian process topologies
Create a cartesian process topology for the message chain

9. Vector datatype
Write a Fortran (or C) program that sends a row (a column for C) of a matrix from one process to
another by using your own datatype. A skeleton code is provided in
exercises/ex9_vector_type(.c|.f90).

10. Subarray datatype
Write a program that sends a block of a matrix from one process to another by using your own
datatype. A skeleton code is provided in exercises/ex10_subarray_type(.c|.f90).

11. Two dimensional heat equation
Create a two dimensional Cartesian process topology for the halo exchange in the heat
equation.Parallelize the heat equation in two dimensions and utilize user defined datatypes in
the halo exchange during the time evolution. MPI contains also a contiguous datatype
MPI_Type_contiguous which can be used in order to use user defined datatypes both in x- and ydirections in the halo exchange. A skeleton code is provided in exercises/ex11_heat_2d(.c|.f90).

Utilize user defined datatypes also in the I/O related communication.

MPI IV: Exercises
12. Message chain revisited
Starting from the Exercise 3 ”message chain”, implement a similar communication pattern but
use now one-sided communication.

13. Heat equation revisited
Rewrite the exchange of column/row boundaries in the heat equation program using one-sided
communication.

14. Experimenting with neighborhood collectives
Implement a test program that does the communication patterns presented in the lecture slides.
An example is given in answers/ex14_neighborhood_coll.f90. Experiment it also with nonperiodic grid as well as with a different-shaped grid. Sketch also how you would realize the
patterns with point-to-point communication.

OpenMP exercises
1. Parallel region and data clauses
Take a look at the exercise skeleton ex1_variables.(c|.f90). Add an OpenMP parallel region
around the block where the variables Var1 and Var2 are printed and manipulated. What results
do you get when you define the variables as shared, private or firstprivate? Explain why do you
get different results.

2. Work sharing of a simple loop
The file ex2_sum(.c|.f90) implements a skeleton for the simple summation of two vectors
C=A+B. Add the computation loop and add the parallel region with work sharing directives so
that the vector addition is executed in parallel.

3. Dot product and race condition
The file ex3_dotprod(.c|.f90) implements a simple dot product of two vectors. Try to parallelize
the code by using omp parallel or omp for pragmas. Are you able to get same results with
different number of threads and in different runs? Explain why the program does not work
correctly in parallel. What is needed for correct computation?

4. Reduction and critical
Continue with the previous dot product example and use reduction clause to compute the sum
correctly. Implement also an alternative version where each thread computes its own part to a
private variable and then use a critical section after the loop to compute the global sum. Try to
compile and run your code also without OpenMP. Do you get exactly same results in all cases?

5. Using OpenMP library functions
Write a simple program that uses omp_get_num_threads and omp_get_thread_num library
functions and prints out the total number of active threads as well as the id of each thread.

6. (Bonus *) Heat equation solver parallelized with OpenMP
a. Parallelize the serial heat equation solver with OpenMP by parallelizing the loops for data
initialization and time evolution.
b. Improve the OpenMP parallelization such that the parallel region is opened and closed only
once during the program execution.

OpenACC exercises
1. Compilation and running
Compile and run a simple OpenACC test program, provided as ex1_hello(.c|.F90).

2. Work sharing
The file ex2_sum(.c|.F90) implements a skeleton for the simple summation of two vectors
C=A+B. Add the computation loop and add an OpenACC parallel region with work sharing
directives such that the vector addition is executed in parallel on the device.

3. Reduction
The file ex3_dotprod(.c|.F90) implements a simple dot product of two vectors. Try to parallelize
the code by using openacc parallel loop or kernels pragmas. Are you able to get the same results
between different runs? What is needed for correct computation?

4. Data transfers
The file ex4_data(.c|.F90) implements a Jacobi iteration with OpenACC on the device. Modify
the code in such a way that the computation is done entirely on the device, i.e., no additional
data transfers take place between the host and the device.

5. (Bonus *) Heat equation solver parallelized with OpenACC
a. Parallelize the serial heat equation solver with OpenACC by parallelizing the loop for time
evolution.

b. (Advanced bonus *) Improve the OpenACC parallelization such that the data transfers
between the host and the device are minimized.

Hybrid programming exercises
Hybrid Programming I

1. Hybrid Hello with MPI+OpenMP
Write a simple hybrid program where each OpenMP thread communicates using MPI.
Implement a test case where the threads of task 0 send their thread id to corresponding threads
in other tasks (see the picture). Remember to initialize the MPI library using MPI_Init_thread
routine and to use the MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE thread affinity mode.

Task 1

Task 0

Task 2

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

2. Heat equation solver hybridized with MPI+OpenMP
Study the OpenMP heat equation solver and combine the OpenMP part to some MPIparallelized version of the solver to have a hybrid version of the code.

Hybrid programming exercises
Hybrid Programming II

3. Hybrid Hello with MPI+OpenACC
Write a simple hybrid program where each OpenACC compute task communicates using MPI.
Implement a test case where the first MPI task sends a vector of some length initialized to its
rank id (=0) to all other tasks. The other tasks then add their MPI rank to the vector by using
OpenACC. Finally, the other tasks send the modified vector back to first MPI task which outputs
its contents to stdout.

Task 1

Task 0

Task 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

4. Heat equation solver hybridized with MPI+X
a. Study the OpenACC accelerated heat equation solver and combine the OpenACC part to
some MPI-parallelized version of the solver to yield a multi-GPU version of the code.
b. (Only for Fortran) Fortran coarrays implementation of the heat equation solver into a MPI
version. Use PGAS for halo exchange update and MPI for all other communication.

Parallel I/O exercises
1. Trying it out
Take 8 MPI processes and initialize a vector of (say) 100 elements in each of them to their MPI
ranks. Then dump this data to disk such that the full vector (800 elements) is written to
a)

A single file by one process (spokesman strategy)

b)

Into two files by two processes (subset of writers)

c)

Into a single file with MPI I/O

d)

Into two files with MPI I/O

Use binary format all the way. A solution is in ex1_pario(.c|.f90).

2. Checkpointing with MPI I/O
Add a feature to the heat equation solver program that enables one to start the program from a
completed situation (i.e. not from scratch every time). This checkpointing will dump the
situation of the simulation to disk (e.g.) after every few tens of iterations; in a form that can be
read in afterwards. If a checkpoint file is present, the program will replace the initial state with
the one in the restart file. Use MPI I/O to accomplish this. A starting point (in exercises/) and a
solution (in answers/) are provided in ex2_heat(.c|.f90)

Application performance I & II
1. Program performance evaluation
Using CrayPAT, identify the performance bottlenecks of the heat equation solver:
•

In which routine the most of the execution time is spent?

•

Into how many cores the application scales?

•

What could be the scalability bottlenecks?

•

Are there any single-core performance issues?

You may want to assess several versions of the program (written during the school) and compare
the scalability and bottlenecks. You can also use your own program codes and analyze them if
you wish.

2. Program performance optimization
Having identified the possible performance bottlenecks yesterday, experiment with the tips &
tricks presented in the lectures and assess their impact on scalability and wall-clock time. Finally,
apply some “optimal porting” by finding out a good set of compiler optimization flags and
possibly environment variables. Compare the final timing to that of the original application.

Notes

Notes

Notes

